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Introduction
My work seeks to demonstrate that the world can be designed as a functionally efficient meta-system.
In effect, a human steering wheel for this meta-system requires a massive, multi-person online resource
management game. World Game is the meat upon the bones of a theoretical global computer network.
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Thesis
World Game is effectively the best path for any and all futures.
World Game: An MS Thesis on engineering Buckminster Fuller’s unfinished computer game
Political Views
1. Demilitarization is fundamental for planetary cooperation and therefore basic species survival.
a. ref. World Game
2. Climate change, and all problems at total planet scale, are solvable through computer simulation.
a. ref. World Completeness
3. World economy must automate pricing in kilowatt-hours spent for optimum logistics.
a. ref. World Coin
Personal Views
1. I say Go is effectively the best programming language to standardize the global curriculum.
a. ref. Golang - Planetary Programming Language
2. I agree with Vyaas Houston, Sanskrit is effectively the best language for global communication.
a. ref. Sanskrit - Planetary Language
3. I believe Universal Basic Income is inevitable.
a. ref. UBI
Final Thoughts
In this time of great chaos, we are all faced with the challenge of simply surviving day by day. I am
convinced the work of R. Buckminster Fuller, and my own extension of that work for modern thinkers, is
the most specific voice of reason we have in terms of human knowledge, and I take great pride in my
theses regarding World Game. While all of this is true, let us be reminded of the wise words of the poetess
from Federico Fellini’s La Dolce Vita [The Sweet Life]:
[Original Italian]
Poetessa: Ah, dobbiamo tutti pensare al domani ma senza dimenticare di vivere oggi!
[English Translation]
Poetess: Ah, we must all think toward tomorrow, but without forgetting to live today!

